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Abstract
G2omez Ayala gave a necessary and su4cient condition for a tame Kummer extension of
prime degree over a number )eld to have a relative normal integral basis (NIB for short). We
generalize this result for a tame cyclic Kummer extension of arbitrary degree, and then prove
the following “capitulation” theorem for the Galois module structure of rings of integers. Let
m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number )eld. Then, there exists a )nite extension L=F depending
on m and F such that for any abelian extension K=F of exponent dividing m, the pushed-up
extension LK=L has a NIB.
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1. Introduction
A )nite Galois extension K=F of a number )eld F with Galois group G has a relative
normal integral basis (NIB for short) when OK is free (of rank one) over the group
ring OF [G]. Here, OK (resp. OF) is the ring of integers of K (resp. F). It is well
known by Noether that if K=F has a NIB, then it is tame (i.e., at most tamely rami)ed
at all )nite primes). It is also well known by Hilbert and Speiser that when the base
)eld F is the rationals Q, every tame abelian extension K=F has a NIB. When F = Q,
the matters are quite complicated even for abelian extensions, and there are several
results on existence or nonexistence of a NIB. One of such is a result of G2omez Ayala
[6, Theorem 2.1]. He gave a necessary and su4cient condition for a tame Kummer
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extension of prime degree to have a NIB. (A similar condition is also given in the
unpublished paper of Kawamoto [17].) This is a generalization of a theorem of Childs
[3, Theorem B] for the unrami)ed case.
In this paper, we generalize the theorem of G2omez Ayala for tame cyclic Kummer
extensions of arbitrary degree (Theorem 2), and give its application (Theorem 1). Since
the former result (Theorem 2) is rather complicated to write down, we give here, as
its application, the following “capitulation” theorem on the Galois module structure of
rings of integers.
Theorem 1. Let m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number 6eld. There exists a 6nite
extension L=F depending on m and F such that for any abelian extension K=F of
exponent dividing m, the pushed-up extension LK=L has a NIB.
This result is of interest in view of a theorem of Greither et al. [7]. They proved that
the rationals Q is the only number )eld satisfying the theorem of Hilbert and Speiser.
Namely, for any number )eld F = Q, there exist a prime number p and a tame cyclic
extension K=F of degree p without NIB.
As is well known, there are several )nite extensions of a number )eld F in which
all ideals of F capitulate. Among them, the Hilbert class )eld is a canonical one. We
construct an extension L=F in Theorem 1 in quite an arti)cial way, and unlike the ideal
case, we have no knowledge, at present, whether there exists a canonical or natural
one.
Remark 1. (I) Let K=F be a tame Galois extension with Galois group G. Due to
FrIohlich and Taylor, there are ample results on the absolute structure of OK over
Z [G]. For this, confer FrIohlich’s book [4].
(II) Some capitulation problem for the Galois module structure of rings of integers
of a certain type of Kummer extensions of prime degree are dealt with in the author
[8–10,12] in connection with cyclotomic Iwasawa theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a necessary and su4cient
condition for a tame cyclic Kummer extension of arbitrary degree to have a NIB
(Theorem 2), and some corollaries. In Section 3, we prove Theorem 2. The arguments
in this section are quite similar to those in [6]. In Section 4 (resp. Section 5), we
prove corollaries (resp. Theorem 1).
2. A condition for having a NIB
Let m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number )eld. Let A be an mth power free integral
ideal of F . Namely, ˝mAA for all prime ideals ˝ of F . Then, we can uniquely write
A=
m−1∏
i=1
Aii (1)
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for some square free integral ideals Ai of F relatively prime to each other. As in [6],
we de)ne the associated ideals Bj of A by
Bj =
m−1∏
i=1
A
[ij=m]
i (06 j6m− 1): (2)
Here, [x] denotes the largest integer 6 x. By de)nition, we have
B0 =B1 = OF :
In all what follows, we 6x a primitive mth root m of unity and put m = m − 1 for
each integer m¿ 2. For a number )eld F; EF = O×F denotes the group of units of F .
The following is a generalization of G2omez Ayala [6, Theorem 2.1].
Theorem 2. Let m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number 6eld with m ∈F×. Let K=F
be a cyclic Kummer extension of degree m, and G = Gal(K=F). Then, K=F is tame
and has a NIB if and only if there exists an integer a of F relatively prime to m
satisfying the following 6ve conditions:
(i) K = F(a1=m),
(ii) the integral ideal aOF is mth power free,
(iii) the associated ideals Bj de6ned by (1) and (2) for aOF are principal,
(iv)  := a1=m ≡ mod m for some unit ∈EF of F , and 6nally,
(v) the congruence
m−1∑
j=0
j
xj
≡ 0modm (3)
holds for some xj ∈OF with Bj = xjOF .
Further, when this is the case, the integer
!=
1
m
m−1∑
j=0
j
xj
(4)
generates OK over OF [G]. Namely, OK = OF [G]!.
Let us write down some corollaries.
Corollary 1. Let m; F be as in Theorem 2. Let a be an integer of F relatively prime
to m with a ∈ (F×)‘ for all prime numbers ‘ dividing m. Assume that the integral
ideal aOF is square free. Let = a1=m and K = F(). Then, the cyclic extension K=F
of degree m is tame and has a NIB if and only if the congruences
 ≡ mod m (5)
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and
m−1∑
j=0
jj ≡ 0modm (6)
hold for some units ; j ∈EF of F .
Corollary 2. Let m; F be as in Theorem 2, and let K=F be a cyclic extension of
degree m. Then, K=F is unrami6ed (at all 6nite primes) and has a NIB if and only
if there exists a unit  of F such that K = F(1=m) and the congruences (5) and (6)
hold for = 1=m and for some units ; j of F . In particular, an unrami6ed Kummer
extension has a NIB only when it is generated by roots of some units.
For an integer m¿ 2, let m˜ = m
∏
p|m p, where p runs over the prime numbers
dividing m.
Corollary 3. Let m; F; a, and K be as in Corollary 1. Assume that the integral ideal
aOF is square free, and that a ≡ 1mod m˜. Then, K=F is tame and has a NIB.
Corollary 4. Let F be a totally real number 6eld with class number hF . Assume that
F satis6es the following three conditions:
(i) hF = 1,
(ii) (OF=4OF)× = EF mod 4, and
(iii) the prime number 2 splits completely in F .
Put L = F(
√−1). Let a be an element of F relatively prime to 2 with a ∈ (F×)2.
Assume that the prime ideals of F over 2 split in the quadratic extension F(
√
a).
Then, the cyclic extension L(a1=4)=L has a NIB.
Remark 2. (I) In Theorem 2, the condition (iv) follows from the other four ones. This
is shown in the proof of Theorem 2 (see the beginning of Section 3.2).
(II) Similarly, in Corollaries 1 and 2, congruence (5) follows from (6) (see the proof
of Corollary 1). However, when m=p is a prime number, we see that (5) implies (6)
by setting j = −j. Hence, in this case, Corollaries 1 and 2 are of very simple form,
and coincide with [13, Theorem 2] and [3, Theorem B], respectively.
Remark 3. A function )eld analogue of Theorem 2 already appeared in Chapman
[2]. We can show Corollary 2 also from Brinkhuis [1, Proposition 1] without using
Theorem 2.
Remark 4. These are remarks on Corollary 4.
(I) Condition (ii) holds only when F is totally real (see [14]).
(II) Let F = Q(
√
m) be a real quadratic )eld with m square free. Assume that the
class number of F is odd. Then, it is shown in [14] that the conditions (ii) and
(iii) hold if and only if m= p is a prime number with p ≡ 1mod 8.
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(III) The conditions (i) and (ii) already appeared in [11,14]. In these papers, it was
shown that the following three conditions on a number )eld F are equivalent to
each other.
(a) The conditions (i) and (ii) hold.
(b) Any tame abelian extension over F of exponent 2 has a NIB.
(c) For any tame abelian extensions K1 and K2 over F of exponent 2, the com-
posite K1K2=F has a NIB if K1=F and K2=F have a NIB.
(IV) Corollary 4 is an analogy of a result of Kawamoto [15,16]. He proved that
for any prime number p and any rational number a∈Q×, the cyclic extension
Q(p; a1=p)=Q(p) has a NIB if it is tame.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
3.1. Lemmas
Let K=F be a )nite extension of degree m. For an OF -submodule M of OK with )nite
index in OK , let dK=F(M) be the discriminant of M . In particular, d(K=F)=dK=F(OK) is
the discriminant of K=F . For integers !0; : : : ; !m−1 of K linearly independent over F ,
let dK=F(!0; : : : ; !m−1) be the discriminant of the OF -submodule
⊕m−1
i=0 OF!i of OK .
Let m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number )eld with m ∈F×. Let K=F be a cyclic
Kummer extension of degree m with Galois group G, and Gˆ the group of characters of
G (with values in F). Let  be a generator of the cyclic group G, and  the generator
of Gˆ with () = m. For each integer r with 06 r6m− 1, let O(r)K be the additive
group of integers x∈OK such that x = rmx. For an integer !∈OK , let
!r = (!|r) =
m−1∑
i=0
!
i
−irm (7)
be the resolvent of ! with respect to r . We have !r ∈O(r)K . The following assertions
are known and are easily shown.
Lemma 1. Under the above setting, assume that OK =OF [G]! for some integer !∈OK .
Then, we have O(r)K = OF!r for 06 r6m− 1. In particular, !0 is a unit of F .
Lemma 2. Under the above setting, let ! be an integer of K such that the conjugates
!;!; : : : ; !
m−1
are linearly independent over F . Then, we have
dK=F(OF [G]!) =
(
m−1∏
r=0
!2r
)
OF :
Proof. We give a proof for the convenience of the reader. Let X = (ijm) be the m ×
m-matrix whose (i; j)-component is ijm with 06 i; j6m− 1. It follows from (7) that
dK=F(!0; : : : ; !m−1) = |X |2dK=F(OF [G]!):
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Here, |X | is the determinant of X . On the other hand, we see that
dK=F(!0; : : : ; !m−1) = |X |2
(
m−1∏
r=0
!2r
)
OF
from the de)nition of dK=F(!0; : : : ; !m−1) and !r ∈O(r)K . Hence, we obtain the assertion
as X is nonsingular.
Lemma 3. Under the above setting, let ˝ be a prime ideal of F with ˝Am, and e=e˝
the rami6cation index of ˝ in K . Then, we have
ord˝(d(K=F)) = m− m=e:
Here, ord˝ A denotes the exact exponent of ˝ dividing the ideal A.
Proof. This follows immediately from the theorem of Dedekind on discriminants.
Lemma 4. Let N¿ 2 be an integer. For an integer I with 16 I6N − 1, we have
2
N−1∑
R=0
[
IR
N
]
= IN − N − I + (N; I):
Here, (a; b) is the largest common divisor of the integers a and b.
Proof. First, let (N; I) = 1. We have
N−1∑
R=0
[
IR
N
]
=
N−1∑
R=0
IR
N
−
N−1∑
R=0
{
IR
N
}
:
Here, {x} = x − [x] is the fractional part of a real number x. As (N; I) = 1, the sum∑
R{IR=N} equals
∑
R R=N . From this, we obtain the assertion in this case. Next, let
(N; I) = d¿ 1. Put n= N=d and i = I=d. We have (n; i) = 1. We see that
N−1∑
R=0
[
IR
N
]
=
N−1∑
R=0
[
iR
n
]
=
d−1∑
k=0
n−1∑
r=0
[
i(r + nk)
n
]
:
Using [i(r + nk)=n] = [ir=n] + ik, we obtain the assertion from the one for the case
(N; I) = 1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 2
In view of Remark 2 (I) in Section 2, we )rst prove that K=F has a NIB if the four
conditions (i)–(iii) and (v) in Theorem 2 are satis)ed (“if ” part of Theorem 2), and
next prove that the )ve conditions (i)–(v) are satis)ed if K=F has a NIB (“only if ”
part).
Proof of the “if ”-part of Theorem 2. Let a be an integer of F relatively prime to m
satisfying the four conditions (i)–(iii) and (v) in Theorem 2. Let Ai ; Bj be the ideals
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of F de)ned by (1) and (2) for the mth power free integral ideal aOF , and let ; !; xj
be as in Theorem 2. We show that OK =OF [G]!. Let  be the generator of G sending
 to m, and  the generator of Gˆ with () = m. We use the same notation as in
Section 3.1. For 06 r6m− 1, we have
!r =
m−1∑
i=0
!
i
−irm =
1
m
m−1∑
j=0
j
xj
m−1∑
i=0
i( j−r)m =
r
xr
: (8)
In particular, as K=F(), the m integers !0; : : : ; !m−1 are linearly independent over F .
Hence, so are the conjugates !;!; : : : ; !
m−1
. Then, it follows from (8) and Lemma
2 that
dK=F(OF [G]!) =
am−1
(
∏
r xr)
2OF : (9)
Hence, K=F is unrami)ed outside aOF . In particular, K=F is tame. Let ˝ be a prime
ideal of F dividing Ai, and e=e˝ its rami)cation index in K . Then, we have e=m=(m; i)
by (1). Hence, it follows from Lemma 3 that
ord˝ d(K=F) = m− (m; i):
On the other hand, we see from (1), (2) and (9) that
ord˝ dK=F(OF [G]!) = (m− 1)i − 2
m−1∑
r=0
[ir=m] = m− (m; i):
Here, the second equality holds by Lemma 4. Therefore, we obtain
ord˝ d(K=F) = ord˝ dK=F(OF [G]!)
for all prime ideals ˝ dividing a. This implies OK = OF [G]!.
Proof of the “only if ” part of Theorem 2. Assume that OK=OF [G]! for some !∈OK .
Fixing generators  and  of G and Gˆ, respectively, let O(r)K and !r be as in Section
3.1. As !r ∈O(r)K , we have ar := !mr ∈OF and
!r!m−r ∈OF ; !m−r1 !r ∈OF : (10)
Clearly, we have K=F(!1)=F(a
1=m
1 ). We show that the integer a1 is relatively prime
to m and satis)es the )ve conditions (i)–(v) in Theorem 2.
Since K=F is tame and OK =OF [G]!, it follows from Lemma 2 that the integers ar
are relatively prime to m and that a prime ideal ˝ of F is rami)ed in K if and only
if it divides the product a1 · · · am−1. Let ˝ be a prime ideal of F rami)ed in K , and
e= e˝ its rami)cation index in K . Let r;˝ =ord˝ ar . We need to show the following
equality.
r;˝ =
{
r1;˝ − [r1;˝=m]m; when eAr;
0; when e|r: (11)
This is shown as follows. We have ord˝ d(K=F) = m− m=e by Lemma 3. Then, it
follows that
ord˝ (a1 · · · am−1)2 = m(m− m=e)
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from Lemma 2 and OK = OF [G]!. By (10), we have
r;˝ + m−r;˝ = mcr
for some integer cr¿ 0. Then, from the above equality, we obtain
m−1∑
r=1
mcr = m(m− m=e): (12)
The inertia )eld of ˝ in K is of degree m=e over F . From !r ∈O(r)K , we have [F(!r) :
F]=m=(m; r). Therefore, ˝ is unrami)ed in F(!r)=F(a
1=m
r ) if and only if e|r. Hence,
we obtain r;˝¿ 1 and cr¿ 1 when eAr. Thus, it follows from (12) that cr = 1 or 0
according to whether eAr or e|r. In particular, we have r;˝ = 0 if e|r. So, let us deal
with the case eAr. We see from (10) that
(m− r)1;˝ + r;˝ = mt (13)
for some integer t¿ 0. As cr = 1 and r;˝¿ 1, we have
r;˝ ¡m: (14)
Hence, it follows from (13) that
1;˝ − rm 1;˝ ¡ t¡ 1 + 1;˝ −
r
m
1;˝:
We have (1;˝; m) =m=e since e is the rami)cation index of ˝ in K =F(a
1=m
1 ). Using
this, we see that r1;˝=m ∈ Z as eAr. Therefore, we obtain t = 1;˝ − [r1;˝=m]. Then,
assertion (11) follows from (13).
By (14), the integral ideal a1OF is mth power free. Let Ai and Bj be the integral
ideals of F associated to a1OF by (1) and (2). Let us show that the ideals Bj are
principal, and that = a1=m1 = !1 satis)es congruence (3). As !
r
1 ∈O(r)K , we have
!r1 = !rxr and a
r
1 = arx
m
r
for some xr ∈OF . Let ˝ be a prime ideal of F dividing Ai, and e= e˝ its rami)cation
index in K . Then, we have 1;˝ = i and e = m=(m; i). Hence, it follows from (11)
that ord˝ xr = [ri=m] for all 06 r6m− 1. Thus, we obtain Br = xrOF by (2). From
de)nition (7) of !r , we see that
m−1∑
r=0
!r1
xr
=
∑
r
!r = m! ≡ 0mod m:
Hence, congruence (3) is satis)ed.
Finally, we show that  = !1 satis)es condition (iv). We have !1 ≡ !0 mod m by
(7), and !0 ∈EF by Lemma 1. Hence, (iv) is satis)ed.
4. Proofs of Corollaries
Proof of Corollary 1. In view of Remark 2(II) in Section 2, we )rst show that K=F
has a NIB if congruence (6) is satis)ed (the “if ” part of Corollary 1), and then show
that (5) and (6) are satis)ed if K=F has a NIB (the “only if ” part).
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Let us show the “if ” part. Let Ai ; Bj be the ideals of F de)ned by (1) and (2) for
the square free integral ideal aOF . Then, we have A1 = aOF ; Ai = OF and Bj = OF
for 26 i6m− 1 and 06 j6m− 1. Assume that congruence (6) is satis)ed. Then,
the assertion is immediate from Theorem 2 and Remark 2(I).
Next, we show the “only if ” part. Assume that K=F has a NIB, and let ! be a
generator of a NIB. Let G=Gal(K=F);  the generator of G sending = a1=m to m,
and  the generator of Gˆ with () = m. For 06 r6m− 1, let O(r)K and !r = (!|r)
be as in Section 3.1. We have O(r)K = OF!r by Lemma 1. Since 
r ∈O(r)K , we have
r = !rx for some x∈OF . Then, as the ideal aOF is square free, x must be a unit
of F . Hence, !r = rr for some unit r ∈EF . Then, from de)nition (7) of !r , we
obtain
m−1∑
r=0
rr =
∑
r
!r = m! ≡ 0modm:
Hence, we obtain congruence (6). Further, from !r = rr , we obtain congruence (5)
since !0 is a unit of F (Lemma 1) and !1 ≡ !0 mod m.
Proof of Corollary 2. Let K=F be a cyclic extension of degree m. Because of Corollary 1,
it su4ces to show that if K=F is unrami)ed and has a NIB, then K=F(1=m) for some
unit  of F . So, assume that K=F is unrami)ed and has a NIB. Let ! be a generator
of a NIB, and !r (06 r6m− 1) the resolvents of ! de)ned by (7). It follows that
!r is a unit of K from the assumption and Lemma 2. On the other hand, it is clear
that K = F(!1) and = !m1 ∈OF . Hence, we have ∈EF and K = F(1=m).
To show Corollaries 3 and 4, we need some elementary lemmas.
Lemma 5. Let q = pn (n¿ 1) be a power of a prime number p, and F a p-adic
number 6eld with q ∈F×. Let a∈OF be an integer of F with a ≡ 1mod q˜ = pnp.
Then, the extension F(a1=q)=F is unrami6ed, and  = a1=q ≡ 1mod p for some qth
root  of a.
Proof. We show the assertion by induction on n. When n = 1, it is well known (cf.
Washington [18, Exercises 9.2 and 9.3]). Let n¿ 2. Let v be the additive valuation on
the algebraic closure F of F with v(p) = 1. Let b= a1=p. We have
a− 1 = bp − 1 =
∏
∈+p
(b− ) ≡ 0mod q˜= pnp: (15)
We may as well assume that v(b− 1)¿ v(b− ) for all ∈ +p. Then, it follows from
the above that
v(b− 1)¿ v(p
np)
p
=
n(p− 1) + 1
p
¿ 1
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as n¿ 2. Hence, for ∈ +p \ {1}, we have
v(b− ) = v((b− 1)− (− 1)) = 1:
Therefore, we see from (15) that b ≡ 1modpn−1p. Then, by the hypothesis of
induction,  = b1=p
n−1 ≡ 1mod p for some pn−1st root  of b, and F()=F(b) is
unrami)ed. As F(b)=F is unrami)ed, so is F()=F .
Lemma 6. Let q= pn; F , and a be as in Lemma 5. Let  be an arbitrary qth root
of a. Then, we have
q−1∑
j=0
j ≡ 0mod q:
Proof. By Lemma 5, we have  ≡ −10 mod p for some 0 ∈ +q. Let u = 0 ≡
1mod p. We have
q−1∑
j=0
j =
∏
-=1
(− -) = 1−q0
∏
-=0
(u− -):
Here, in the )rst (resp. second) product, - runs over all qth roots of unity with - = 1
(resp. - = 0). For -∈ +p, we have v(u − -)¿ 1 as u ≡ 1mod p. For each j with
26 j6 n and a primitive pjth root - of unity, we have v(-−1)=1=pj−1¡ 1. Hence,
for these -,
v(u− -) = v((u− 1)− (-− 1)) = 1=pj−1¡ 1:
Let 0 ∈ +p. Then, we have v(u− 1)¿v(u− 0) from the above. Hence, it follows
from the above that
v
(∑
j
j
)
= v
∏
-∈+p
(u− -) ·
∏
-∈+p\{1}
(u− -) · (u− 1)(u− 0)−1

¿
n∑
j=2
pj − pj−1
pj−1
+ (p− 1) = n(p− 1):
Here, in the )rst product
∏
-∈+p , - runs over all qth roots of unity with - ∈ +p. From
this, the assertion follows.
Let 0 ∈ +p. We obtain the assertion similarly to the above.
Lemma 7. Let m¿ 2 be an integer, and F a number 6eld with m ∈F×. Let a∈OF
be an integer of F with a ≡ 1mod m˜, and let = a1=m be an arbitrary mth root of a.
Then, we have
m−1∑
j=0
j ≡ 0modm:
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Proof. Let p be a prime number dividing m with e = ordp m, and let m′ = m=pe.
Writing j = i + m′k with 06 i6m′ − 1 and 06 k6pe − 1, we have
m−1∑
j=0
j =
m′−1∑
i=0
pe−1∑
k=0
i+m
′k =
∑
i
i
∑
k
(m
′
)k :
Since m
′
= a1=p
e
and a ≡ 1modpep, we see that
∑
j 
j ≡ 0modpe by Lemma 6.
As this holds for all p, we obtain the assertion.
Proof of Corollary 3. This follows immediately from Lemma 7 and Corollary 1 (and
Remark 2(II)) by taking j = 1.
Proof of Corollary 4. Let a∈F× be as in the assertion. Because of condition (iii), the
quadratic extension L=F(
√−1) over F is rami)ed at the primes over 2. Then, we see
that L∩F(√a)=F since the primes of F over 2 split in the quadratic extension F(√a)
by the assumption. Hence, a ∈ (L×)2. Therefore, the Kummer extension L(a1=4)=L is
of degree 4. By condition (i) (hF = 1), we may as well assume that a is an integer
and a= a1a22a
3
3 for some integers ai of F which are relatively prime to 2 and to each
other and for which the principal integral ideals aiOF are square free. Let Bj be the
ideals of F associated by (1) and (2) to the 4th power free integral ideal aOF . Then,
we have
B0 =B1 = OF ; B2 = a2a3OF ; B3 = a2a23OF :
By condition (ii), there exist units 2; 3 ∈EF of F such that
2 ≡ a2a3 mod 4; 3 ≡ a2a23 mod 4:
We put 0 = 1 = 1.
Let ˝ be a prime ideal of F over 2, and U˝ the group of local units of the
completion of F at ˝. We have a = u2 for some u∈U˝ since ˝ splits in F(
√
a).
However, because of condition (iii), we have U˝=Z×2 , and hence a=u
2 ≡ 1mod˝3.
Then, it follows that a ≡ 1mod 8. Therefore, letting = a1=4, we obtain
0 + 1+ 2
2
a2a3
+ 3
3
a2a23
≡ 1 + + 2 + 3 ≡ 0mod 4
by Lemma 7. Therefore, the cyclic quartic extension L(a1=4)=L has a NIB by Theorem
2 (and Remark 2(I)).
5. Proof of Theorem 1
5.1. Key lemma
Let Z be the ring of integers of the algebraic closure Q of Q, and Z
×
the multi-
plicative group of all (global) units.
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Lemma 8. For any integer m¿ 2, the multiplicative group (Z =mZ)× is generated by
the classes of units. Namely, we have (Z =mZ)× = Z
×
modm.
Proof. Let u be an algebraic integer relatively prime to m, and F =Q(u). Let ‘ be an
integer such that u‘ ≡ 1modm. As (u; m) = 1, there are integers a; b of F such that
u‘−1a+ m‘−1b=
1− u‘
m
: (16)
Let /= /1; /2; : : : ; /‘ (∈Z) be the roots of the polynomial
f(X ) = X ‘ + aX ‘−1 + b(∈OF [X ]):
Then, we see from (16) that
‘∏
i=1
(u− m/i) =m‘f(u=m)
= u‘ + m(u‘−1a+ m‘−1b) = 1:
Therefore, = u− m/ is a unit, and  ≡ umodm.
Lemma 9. Let F be a number 6eld, and m¿ 2 an integer. Then, there exists a 6nite
extension L=F such that for any integer u of F relatively prime to m, the congruence
u ≡ modm holds for some unit  of L.
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 8 as (OF=mOF)× is a )nite abelian
group.
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let F be a number )eld, and m¿ 2 an integer. To show Theorem 1, we may as
well assume that m ∈F×. Let H=F be the Hilbert class )eld of F . For each prime
ideal L of F , we )x an integer L ∈OH with LOH =LOH . Let X be the subgroup of
(OH =m˜OH )× generated by the classes [] and [L] for all units  of H and all prime
ideals L of F with LAm. As X is a )nite abelian group, we have
X = 〈[]; [Li ] | ∈EH ; 16 i6 r〉
for some )nite number of prime ideals L1; : : : ;Lr of F . We put
H1 = H (1=m; 
1=m
Li
; 1=m˝ | ∈EH ; 16 i6 r;˝|m):
Here, ˝ runs over the prime ideals of F dividing m. Let L′ be a )nite extension
satisfying the conditions of Lemma 9 for H1 and m. Let D= NH1=F(d(L
′=H1)) be the
norm of the discriminant d(L′=H1) to F , and let D′ =D=(D; m) be the non-m-part of
D. We put
L= L′(1=mL |L|D′):
We see that L=F is a )nite extension in which a prime ideal of F relatively prime to
mDL1 · · ·Lr is unrami)ed.
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Lemma 10. Under the above setting, let L be a prime ideal of F with LAmD′L1 · · ·Lr .
Then, the extension L(1=mL )=L is of degree m, totally rami6ed at the primes of L
dividing L, and unrami6ed outside L. Moreover, this extension has a NIB.
Proof. The prime ideal L is unrami)ed at L by the remark just above Lemma 10.
Hence, the integral ideal LOL = LOL of L is square free. Therefore, L(
1=m
L )=L is of
degree m and totally rami)ed at the primes over L. It is clear that it is unrami)ed
outside mL. On the other hand, we have L ≡ ummod m˜ for some u∈OH1 by the
choice of H1. By the choice of L′, we have u ≡ modm for some unit  of L′.
Namely, L=m ≡ 1mod m˜. Therefore, by Corollary 3, the extension L(1=mL )=L has a
NIB, and hence it is unrami)ed at m.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let K =F(a1=m1 ; : : : ; a
1=m
s )=F (ai ∈OF) be a Kummer extension of
exponent dividing m. From the choice of L, we have
KL ⊆ K˜ = L(1=mL |L|a1 · · · as;LAmDL1 · · ·Lr);
where L runs over the prime ideals of F dividing a1 · · · as but not dividing mDL1 · · ·Lr .
We see that K˜=L has a NIB from Lemma 10. This is because (as is well known) for
)nite Galois extensions L1 and L2 over L, the composite L1L2=L has a NIB if both
extensions L1=L and L2=L have a NIB, L1 ∩ L2 = L, and the discriminants of both
extensions are relatively prime to each other (cf. FrIohlich and Taylor [5, III, (2.13)]).
Therefore, LK=L has a NIB as KL ⊆ K˜ .
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